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BUTLER STERN INTER IORS

new jersey

Since 1999, Butler Stern Interiors’ ultimate goal has

been to elevate the representation of clients’ lifestyles by

enhancing the beauty and function of their surroundings.

Led by partners Tracey Butler and Meryl Stern, ASID, the

firm is recognized for its clean, modern mix of antiques

with contemporary pieces, textural elements and tonal

colors. The aesthetic qualities of their work evoke

sophistication, order and purpose. Butler Stern turns a

discriminating eye toward quality, function and well-

edited rooms. Space planning is at the core of the design,

and much of the firm’s work is done in conjunction with

architects to assure proper function and flow. The firm’s

blending of different styles and periods results in a

comfortable familiarity that reflects the individual traits

and interests of its clients. Although the firm dabbles in

commercial projects, Butler Stern’s heart is in residential

design, allowing the designers to interact with people on

a more intimate level and create the ideal home for each

client. The firm’s residential work extends throughout

New Jersey, New York, Connecticut and Florida, and its

offices occupy two locations in northern New Jersey.

Orange leather punches up the modern simplicity and geometric lines of this New Jersey great room. ORANGE APPEAL



THE ART DECO MACASSAR EBONY DINING TABLE AND BUFFET ARE

CENTERPIECES OF THIS DINING ROOM.
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FIFTIES ARCHITEXTURE A period chair, a limed oak desk, silk grass cloth and mohair add up to retro style with a glamorous edge.



ADJUSTABLE LIGHTING SETS THE MOOD IN THIS STONE AND WOOD DINING ROOM.
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INDUSTRIAL CHICWalnut floors add warmth among the pendant lights and commercial appliances in this northern New Jersey kitchen.



A 1960S SPUN-LUCITE LANTERN ADDS POP TO THIS DRESSING ROOM

WITH CHERRY BUILT-INS.
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DREAM STATE It’s all about feel in this master suite with grass-cloth walls, velvet wool carpeting and combed mohair bedcovering.
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